NEW EPSTEIN DISCOVERY 'BIG AS THE BEATLES'

BRIAN HERE WITH SHOW

HOLLYWOOD — Brian Epstein, in town for a two week stay, has come to KRLA. He says that he has a new discovery who will "have as much impact on America as the Beatles did." Mr. Epstein, the most famous manager in the world, says that Tommy Quicker, new English sensation, will take America by storm.

HERE FOR TWO WEEKS

When asked if he had as much faith in his new discovery as he had in the Beatles, Brian replied "I have faith in all my artists, but this boy electrified me." KRLA asked if he thought Tommy would be as big as the Beatles. "Not only that," Brian stated, "But I think this boy will be the biggest star in the world!"

DISCOVERED AT AUDITION

Tommy was discovered early in 1963 when he auditioned at a ballroom outside Liverpool. Brian happened to be in the manager's office while Tommy was playing, and decided right then and there that he wanted to manage him.

WAS ON TV SHOW

Although Quicker is unknown in this country, he is the front running star in England. He has appeared with the Beatles many times, and has been tapped for a Shirley show shown a few weeks ago. Tommy is 19, lives in Liverpool, has brown eyes and hair, and stands 5'11".

KRLA TOP THIRTY

1. Baby Love — The Supremes
2. Opportunity — The Renewal
3. Dancing In The Street — Martha & Vandellas
4. Pretty Woman — Roy Orbison
5. Last Kiss — J. Frank Wilson
6. She's Not There — The Zombies
7. I'm On The Outside — Little Anthony
8. You Really Got Me — The Kinks
9. The Jerk — The Lasts
10. Tobacco Road — The Nashville Teens

11. I Walk The Wild Surf — Don & Bobby
12. I Like It — Gary & The Pacemakers
13. Baby I Need Your Loving — The 4 Tops
15. Baby, I Love You — The Ink Spots
16. A Summer Song — Stuart & Clyde
17. Hurry To Be In Love — Gene Pitney
18. Door Is Still Open — Dean Martin
19. I'm In Love With A Woman — The Spinners
20. I've Got A Date With A Girl — The Four Tops

KRLA TOP TEN UP AND COMERS

1. When You Walk In The Room — The Searchers
2. Is It True? — Brenda Lee
3. Everything's Alright — The Newbeats
4. So Fine / Linda Lu — The Standells
5. Walking In The Rain — The Resonettes
6. Gone, Gone — The Everly Brothers
7. Bye Bye Don't Go — Sonny & Cher
8. Ringo — The Beatles
9. Shangri La Dog — Mickey Lee Luns
10. Thou Shalt Not Steal — Dick & Dee Dee

TOP TEN UP AND COMERS

1. So Fine / Linda Lu — The Searchers
2. Walking In The Rain — The Newbeats
3. Everything's Alright — The Standells
4. Gone, Gone — The Everly Brothers
5. Ringo — Sonny & Cher
6. Bye Bye Don't Go — Mickey Lee Luns
7. Thou Shalt Not Steal — Dick & Dee Dee
8. So Fine / Linda Lu — The Standells
9. Walking In The Rain — The Resonettes
10. Gone, Gone — The Everly Brothers

TWO PAGES OF PICS INSIDE!
BACK STAGE WITH REB AT THE WEEKENDS

THE EVENING STARTED Reb meets the winner of the "Win A Date With Reb F r o y o" contest held in the KIELA HEAT. Glynis Thompson, 19, of Swanage, never had so much fun in her life as she did with Reb.

Reb talks to Billy J. Kramer about his future plans before the show starts. Billy said that Reb was "a good". He tried to teach Reb to talk with an English accent, but it didn't work.

Gerry and the Pacemakers rehearse before they go on. From left to right: Les Chadwick, Les Mcguire, and of course, Gerry. Gerry was the most popular with all the performers... He's too much!

Glynis and Reb have a quick bite between acts! Reb chomped down his food as fast as he could, but he didn't have time to swallow his food before he had to run on stage to introduce the next act...

...who were Sonny and Cher. Everyone was surprised to see that Cher was a girl, since her voice is so deep. But after their groovy act, there's no doubt in anyone's mind that she is a girl.

Glynis who showed up to blow his own horn! The sassy one, surrounded by the two top heart-throb groups, Billy and the Deltones and Sonny and Cher. Case on, Dave, smiled (he always has a smile!)

Billy J. Kramer liked this picture of him with the Deltones so much that he asked KIELA to give him copies of it. He also liked reading the KIELA and wanted lots of copies of this issue.

Although Glynis was Reb's date for the evening, he didn't mind her having a kiss (she ignores what... Glynis didn't mind either) Reb introduced her to everyone in the show.

Kevin Macdonald of the Deltones keeps his eye on Glynis while Billy J. seems lost in thought. Billy, by the way, is best friends with Gerry of the Pacemakers, and loves America.

Reb's brother, KENDRICK, at home in the Deltones' dressing room. Reb jotted down this note about his friend Jerry 

Billy J. said that this was one of the best pictures of him that he has ever seen. KIELA is the only radio station in the world that has it's own newspaper, and Billy loved the idea.
WITH REB AT THE BIGGEST SHOW

Reb visits Billy J. Kramer about his future plans before the show starts. Billy said that Reb was "a good" he tried to coach Reb to talk with an English accent, but it didn't work.

Reb and the Pacemakers rehearse before they go on. From left to right: Les Chadwick, Les Maguire, and of course, Gary. Gary was the most popular with all the performers... he's too much!

Time for a quick bit! Reb slammed down his food so fast that he didn't even have time to swallow his food before he had to run on stage to introduce the next act...

The show starts! Reb and Rosco, another DJ, announce the program. The audience was up on their feet when Reb got on stage that he was a weirdo. Maybe Reb should be on stage!

Barbara MacNeil of the Turtles keeps an eye on Shirley while Billy J. sneers lust in thought. Billy, by the way, is best friends with Gary of the Pacemakers, and love Annabel.

Dolly Parton has just joined the show while Reb is out. She was so popular that she had to leave the stage.

Reb and the Pacemakers perform on stage. From left to right: Les Chadwick, Les Maguire, and of course, Gary. Gary was the most popular with all the performers... he's too much!

The Beatles sing their hit of "Baby, Baby All The Time" while on tour. These suits are real bonfire Reb has been with this group at many and they have always been great.

Reb and the Pacemakers rehearse before they go on. From left to right: Les Chadwick, Les Maguire, and of course, Gary. Gary was the most popular with all the performers... he's too much!

Billy J. Kramer finds this picture of him and the Pacemakers so much that he asked KRLA to give him a picture of his! He also asked reading the KRLA report on the last record of this talent!
BIGGEST SHOW OF THE YEAR

Where they go on. From left to right are, Gerry, Gary, and the most popular

THE SHOW STARTS Bob and Rocha, another d.j., announce the opening act. The audience were so loud when Bob got on stage that you couldn’t hear a word he said. Maybe Bob should be a singer?

The Standells (who were discovered by Rob) opened the show with their latest, “Linda Lou.” It brought the house down! Left to right Tony Valenzuela, Gary Lohan, Dick Dodd, Larry Tomashyn.

Rob, Rocha, Olyvia, and the groovy Standells share the same dressing room, and every girl in the audience wished they could share it with them.

Round Robin shows everyone how he does the dance. Round is a real boy, by the way, and is very friendly with Charlie O’Dowdell, KRRA’s mid morning DJ. Rip it up, Round!

The Suprachos sing their hit of “Baby, Baby All The Time” while everyone dances. These were one real band! Rob has led this group at many of his dances, and they have always been great!

Rob introduces Olyvia to his grand friend, Mike Clifford. Mike would have told him Olyvia in, only Rob’s biggest fans are he is! Mike and Rob spent an hour talking about old times.

How it’s Gerry’s turn! When he opened his mouth to sing, the girls nearly fainted. Left to right: Freddie Harmon, Gerry’s brother, Gerry, and Les Chancey, Les Mancas has it in the picture.

Fonda looks at the isolated Paco Foundation, Les, while Gary and the other Les walk away. It was really a night to remember! Those dots on the floor are jelly beans, thrown by screaming fans!
EMPEROR "KING" MORNING

So many readers have written in asking what Emperor Haiden is really like that you deserve an answer... so here it is!
The Emperor has the most popular morning show in Los Angeles, and no one has to ask why!

RECORD BIZ ON THE MOVE

HOLLYWOOD—Our town is fast becoming famous for something else than movie making! In the past two years the record industry, formerly New York's property, has been moving out to California. Since most of the American market is in the West, it makes good business sense for the companies to make their headquarters here. Capitol, one of the biggest labels in the entire business (wonder why?) helped the trend by building their fantastic "tower of records," and Liberty has always been here in Hollywood. VeeJay and Philles have recently moved over here, too. Now, the West Coast is becoming a big market and many record companies are buying homes in the desert so that they have a place to relax during the times they aren't on tour. Of course, most of the large companies have offices in every major city, but the trend definitely seems to be heading for the stars... Hollywood style.

With his thousands of Commandos, he's well, more than anything they can think of, anyone who isn't a commando is a... PUNK! You can be one just by sanding in a self-styled stamp envelope to the Emperor at KRLA.

Hudson, who described himself as "fair, fair, and none of your business," really isn't a fool but just seductively bonny (with honest-to-God beautiful blue eyes) (real ones!) has decided to keep control of Los Angeles with his Commandos. He's busy working on a special duplicating and eliminating machine which will make this possible. The machine will eliminate all teachers, governors, and surfer ha. He then plans to duplicate the Beagles and give every girl at least two of them to take home with her! His secret ambition is to duplicate about five Ann-Margretes, which seems to keep all for himself. Unfortunately, the other DJs at KRLA found out about this, and Hudson was last seen running down the hall, with five DJs running after a crying "selfish, come back with those plans for the duplicating machine!

Hudson is thinking of naming his next album "Stuck in the Groove," and that another thing he is going to do is to multiply himself. Why? So he can receive two salaries of course.

KRLA BEAT'S WEEKLY FEATURE, "CONTEST CORNER" WILL NOT APPEAR THIS WEEK DUE TO "LACK OF SPACE." NEXT WEEK, "CONTEST CORNER" WILL BE BACK WITH ONE OF THE GREATEST CONTESTS YOU'VE EVER SEEN!

Zombies Here

NEW YORK—It has now definitely been confirmed that the Zombies' "She's Not There" just won't quit climbing. It will be in this country during Christmas week. They will appear on a number of rock and roll shows every day at the Brooklyn Fox. A tentative tour is being planned for the group, but this will not be announced at this time. The boys have stated that they don't want to miss seeing where the movies are made, which is why they are being forced to do it. At any time, they will spend a few days in Hollywood.

WINBEATLE ALBUM!

Hey, have you heard the news? You can win a free FRLA album of all the Beatles interviews with the KRLA band! Here's how:

The Stones: "We're Quiet"

HOLLYWOOD — The Rolling Stones, now in town for personal appearances, will record their next release in this town! Date and place for the recording session is of course, top secret, but the KRLA BEAT! photographer will be there to take pictures for you! A Rolling Stone has been amazed at how down to earth and humble the boys really are. "We made a lot of laughs and fun on one Rolling Stone, "But inside, we're quiet."
The boys want to see Disneyland, and hope to make the rounds for their people. The group is scheduled to playighthouse clubs in Hollywood before they leave.

"We love the beach, too," said Mick Jagger, and even if it's freezing we're swimming and Goose bumps and all. We don't have beaches like yours in England."
The boys wish they could spend more time in this country, but pressing commitments will limit their stay.

CHAD AND JEREMY

HOLLYWOOD—Dean Martin's daughter, Carolin, and movie star George Hamilton held a big party for English stars Chad and Jeremy last night in the Hollywood Palladium. The star studded party was attended by such guests as Doug McClure, Eddie Fisher, Jackie DeShannon, and many other stars. Although the party was more than formal, there was such a casual atmosphere that everyone had a good time and had a very good time. Chad and Jeremy both stated that "if this was a sample of Hollywood hospitality, they both liked it and would have no qualms about the record business.... they are both members of the high society set in Britain, related to dukes, earls, and other titled people.

GROUP FOR BBC

LONDON—The release by the Beatles of a new single, curiously titled "Teens' Release," is currently riding high on the charts with "Tea Biscuit" Road" will be titled "Google Eyes." The Nashville group is working hard on this one. "Tea Biscuit Road" was written by John D. Loudermilk, a well known country and western singer who lives in... of course Nashville. John D. Loudermilk also wrote "Google Eyes," and just to show that he has nothing against American groups, dashed off "There's No Such Thing as Love." Bob Dylan looks as though it will be a big hit.

The Nashville Teens will make their first appearance in this country on December 19th, where they will appear on a show in New York. They will then start a three week tour of America's major cities, leaving for England and home from Los Angeles.

PERSONALS

Do you want your personals printed? Each week, we'll print any messages you want to send with the KRLA BEAT! Just mail your message in on a post card to: PERSONALS, KRLA BEAT, 1401 South Oak Knoll Rd., Pasadena, California. Keep messages about three lines. You can say anything you want (almost) and it will be printed right here in the KRLA BEAT!

WINBEATLE ALBUM!

Hey, have you heard the news? You can win a free FRLA album of all the interviews with the Beatles! Here’s how:

With his thousands of Commandos, he's well, more than anything they can think of, anyone who isn't a commando is a... PUNK! You can be one just by sanding in a self-styled stamp envelope to the Emperor at KRLA. Hudson, who described himself as "fair, fair, and none of your business," really isn't a fool but just seductively bonny (with honest-to-God beautiful blue eyes) (real ones!) has decided to keep control of Los Angeles with his Commandos. He's busy working on a special duplicating and eliminating machine which will make this possible. The machine will eliminate all teachers, governors, and surfer ha. He then plans to duplicate the Beatles and give every girl at least two of them to take home with her! His secret ambition is to duplicate about five Ann-Margretes, which seems to keep all for himself. Unfortunately, the other DJs at KRLA found out about this, and Hudson was last seen running down the hall, with five DJs running after a crying "selfish, come back with those plans for the duplicating machine! Hudson is thinking of naming his next album "Stuck in the Groove," and that another thing he is going to do is to multiply himself. Why? So he can receive two salaries of course.

THE STONES: "WE'RE QUIET"

The Rolling Stones, now in town for personal appearances, will record their next release in this town! Date and place for the recording session is of course, top secret, but the KRLA BEAT! photographer will be there to take pictures for you! A Rolling Stone has been amazed at how down to earth and humble the boys really are. "We made a lot of laughs and fun on one Rolling Stone, "But inside, we’re quiet."
The boys want to see Disneyland, and hope to make the rounds for their people. The group is scheduled to play shovebuck clubs in Hollywood before they leave.

"We love the beach, too," said Mick Jagger, and even if it's freezing we're swimming and Goose bumps and all. We don't have beaches like yours in England."
The boys wish they could spend more time in this country, but pressing commitments will limit their stay.

CHAD AND JEREMY

Dean Martin's daughter, Carolin, and movie star George Hamilton held a big party for English stars Chad and Jeremy last night in the Hollywood Palladium. The star studded party was attended by such guests as Doug McClure, Eddie Fisher, Jackie DeShannon, and many other stars. Although the party was more than formal, there was such a casual atmosphere that everyone had a good time and had a very good time. Chad and Jeremy both stated that "if this was a sample of Hollywood hospitality, they both liked it and would have no qualms about the record business.... they are both members of the high society set in Britain, related to dukes, earls, and other titled people.

GROUP FOR BBC

The release by the Beatles of a new single, curiously titled "Teens' Release," is currently riding high on the charts with "Tea Biscuit" Road" will be titled "Google Eyes." The Nashville group is working hard on this one. "Tea Biscuit Road" was written by John D. Loudermilk, a well known country and western singer who lives in... of course Nashville. John D. Loudermilk also wrote "Google Eyes," and just to show that he has nothing against American groups, dashed off "There's No Such Thing as Love." Bob Dylan looks as though it will be a big hit.

The Nashville Teens will make their first appearance in this country on December 19th, where they will appear on a show in New York. They will then start a three week tour of America's major cities, leaving for England and home from Los Angeles.

PERSONALS

Do you want your personals printed? Each week, we’ll print any messages you want to send with the KRLA BEAT! Just mail your message in on a post card to: PERSONALS, KRLA BEAT, 1401 South Oak Knoll Rd., Pasadena, California. Keep messages about three lines. You can say anything you want (almost) and it will be printed right here in the KRLA BEAT!

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Silly Solly, W.H. The reason they're laughing is because you don't know who's friends really are.

Loopy Loopy, W.H. You could come right back where you belong!

Baby Baby, B.K. If you know how much I love you you'd never be so ungrateful.

Umm Umm, W.H. Thank you very much, I appreciate it.

Dolly Dolly, KRLA. You've been great, and you again for putting out the greatest newspaper in the world.

Shore Marlin, B.K. In all of the kids of the corner, I didn't mean what I said.

The Bloods, W.H. Thank you for your interest.

Rick, P.J. Thank you for your interest.

Dean Vanna of Los Angeles is not on for not calling when he says he will. So Paul Zill.

Bill, Hollywood, 2:15:78, because M.L.

Rogers, 4:50, 2:50:56, the rest.

Rogers, 4:50, 2:50:56, the rest.

Rogers, 4:50, 2:50:56, the rest.

Rogers, 4:50, 2:50:56, the rest.

Rogers, 4:50, 2:50:56, the rest.

Hunt, W.H. What's the matter with you? All I said was Hi.

S.A. George in 4th period, thanks, Hi.

No, in 4th period, thanks, Hi.

Allie, I will always come. Please space the book.

Marge, To Dave Hull, Thank you, very much, thank you.

All of you, Mike Hull, San Francisco, I haven't heard from you Why?

Cowdy, HIT SCORED BY CASEY ON TV SHOW

KRLA dj Casey Kasem made his first week appearance as a disc jockey on the Lloyd Thornhill show. He did his time as "Letter From Elvis." While the show was on the air, Casey and Steve, "The Letter From Elvis" dance on the show screamed just as hard for Casey as they do for established disc jockeys.

Casey's weekly record hop draws a huge crowd every week, and he always has the top record sales at every dance.

NEXT ISSUE OUT NOV. 11TH
GIANT KRLA GIVEAWAY
NOW IN SECOND WEEK
(Story in Col. 1)

KRLA BEAT

RECORDS GIVEN TO LISTENERS

HOLLYWOOD — The giant KRLA giveaway, now in its second week, has had fantastic results. KRLA has received over 6,000 records to listeners who sent in a post card to Musical Jackson, KRLA, Pasadena. (P.S. If you haven't sent in your card, or found a place to hang it up... there's only two weeks left!)

SACKS OF MAIL

The post office has had to get men with strong backs to bring all the mail to KRLA! The contest averages over two full sacks a day, and thousands of cards are stacked up waiting for each drawing. Before each draw, each card is rearranged in the box and pulled out several handfuls of cards. After each draw, the box is rearranged in the same way. Every record played on KRLA is given to some lucky listener.

SLEEP NO WORRY

This is one contest that you don't have to worry about missing if you're asleep. Best of all, Bobby Dale, KRLA's gear night time disc jockey, keeps close track of all the cards he draws. Your records will be sent to you within a few days after the drawing, so there is no need for missing your name.

LISTENERS GET TWO GIFTS

One of the cards KRLA got from the giveaway was a station tip that they are a great complement. It said, "The record, if you win it, isn't the only gift I get from KRLA. Just by listening to your station is such a treat that I like to think of it as a present too!"

KRLA was really happy to hear that, and we hope you all feel that way. We plan on doing everything we can to help you continue to keep KRLA on top!

KRLA TOP THIRTY

1. BABY LOVE 2. OPPORTUNITY
The Supremes 6. The Jewels
Mama & Papa
3. DANCING IN THE STREET 4. THE JERK
Marvin & Vandellas 8. The Chambers
5. I'M INTO SOMETHING GOOD 6. BABY I NEED YOUR LOVING
The Beatles 9. Four Tops
7. S.H.E. 7. HAVE I THE RIGHT
The Zombies 10. Kool
8. LAST KISS 8. BABY BABY ALL THE TIME
J. Frank Wilson 11. The Supremes
9. PRETTY WOMAN 9. I DON'T DO IT
Ray Orbison 12. Marvin Gaye
10. IF YOU WANT THIS LOVE 10. DON'T GO
Sonny Knight 13. The Beatles
11. YOU REALLY GET ME 11. I'M A STAR
The Kings 14. The Beatles
12. TIME IS ON MY SIDE 12. KILL BILL
Rolling Stones 15. The Beatles
13. TOOBIE DOODLES 13. SCREAMIN' AT THE TOP OF MY LUNGE
Bob & Jim 16. The Beatles
Bob & Jim 15. The Beatles
15. DOORS IS OPEN TO MY HEART 15. I'M A STAR
Dean Martin 16. The Beatles

TOP TEN ALBUMS

1. HARD DAYS NIGHT 2. SOMETHING NEW
The Beatles 3. ALL SUMMER LONG
Beach Boys
4. MORE OF MY OBSESSIONS HITS
The Chambers
5. THE KINGSMAN, VOL. 2
Supremes
6. WHERE DID OUR LOVE GO
The Animals
7. THE ANIMALS
Davy Jones
8. WALK DON'T RUN, VOL. 2
Four Seasons
9. VINTON'S GREATEST HITS
Bobby Vinton
10. BAG DOOL

TOP TEN OLDIES

1. I'VE HAD IT 2. I'M SORRY
The Bell Notes 3. WALKING THE DOG
Brenda Lee
4. Stand By Me 5. UPTOWN
Ben E. King 6. ONLY YOU
The Crystals
7. JOHNNY ANGEL 8. GLAD AL1 OVERT
Shelley Fabares 9. AT MY FRONT DOOR
The Elovations
10. THE BIG HURT 11. I LIKE IT
Tony Fischer

TOP TEN UP AND COMERS

1. Mountain of Love 2. So Fine/Linda Lou
Johnny Rivers 3. The Standells 4. Sonny & Cher
6. Gone, Gone, Gone
Brenda Lee 7. Little Marie
The Everly Bros.
8. Unless You Care
Terry Black
9. Big Man In Town
Bobby Vinton
10. The 4 Seasons

KRLA TOP TEN UP AND COMERS

1. Mountain of Love 2. So Fine/Linda Lou
Johnny Rivers 3. The Standells 4. Sonny & Cher
6. Gone, Gone, Gone
Brenda Lee 7. Little Marie
The Everly Bros.
8. Unless You Care
Terry Black
9. Big Man In Town
Bobby Vinton
10. The 4 Seasons

HOLLYWOOD — Reb Foster, one of the more popular DJs in California, will make his recording debut this week for the Reprise label. Reb will cut four sides at his session and will release the
Well, KRLA did it again! We snapped up all the English groups just for you! All of you heard the exclusive interviews Gary Mack got from Gerry, Billy J. and of course, the Rolling Stones. And naturally, the KRLA BEAT photographer was there to get pictures of every minute all three groups spent in K*R*L*A*N*D! In fact, the pictures of the Rolling Stones show were so groovy that we’re saving them for a whole section alone in an upcoming issue. KRLA was the only radio station lucky enough to get such exclusive interviews . . . which goes to show that KRLA listeners are always first in EVERY-THING!

When Gary Mack walked into the special section at the airport reserved for KRLA, he was greeted by screaming fans, all waving copies of the KRLA BEAT.

Before he had time to think, Gary asked for his autograph. These fans were all too happy to get a glimpse of his favorite star.

Finally, the Stones arrived! They asked us to come to their hotel room at the Roosevelt Hotel, Gary introduces himself to Mick and Keith and starts the first interview.

Gary asks Mick if he has a girl here looking? Mick plans to come back by his favorite state.

Mick, Keith, and Bill relax for a few minutes before Gary types another interview. Brian was engrossed, and Charlie was still in San Francisco getting some Confederate money for his Civil War collection.

Gary and Keith discuss the songs that were recorded here in town. KRLA comes here again soon.

Mick said that he liked this picture. "I usually don’t like my photos," he added. "But this one is pretty good . . . it has something!" Don’t you agree with him? Bill and Keith liked it too.

Nick plays his new record for Mick. He will tour England with the boys this spring. That’s Keith’s guitar, by the way, and he takes it everywhere he goes. His hobby is playing fiddle and songs.

Backstage at the filming of the TAMI show here, Brian looks at his work while Nick signs autographs in the background. Bob Foster and Dick Morseland were there too, and both of them had a blast!

Terry Brown, Bob Eubanks’ secretary, runs the show. In the background is June H. There were over 15 acts on the show.
Gary decided to take a walk before the Rolling Stones got there. Imagine his surprise when he ran into Bill J. Kramer and Gary Marsden, who made a secret stopover in L.A.

None of the fans knew about the surprise arrival either—it was a big surprise! But the girls told Gary's tape recorder what a great surprise it was.

Mick poses for the KRLA camera. When he saw this picture, he said, "No one will ever believe that I reached my head... but I did! (He does, Gary saw him.)

Bill Wyman talks about old lines with his friend, Joey Paige. Joey met the boys in England and was at the airport to greet them when they landed here in X-B-Y-A-N-D-10.

They are writing for their new album, "With the Band," and hope they can make it in Hollywood, and hopes they can make it there.

"Watch the Birds, boys!" After this shot, they showed Gary Beavis's new guitar. It's the only one like it in the country." Mick said, You'll see it in pictures of the show KRLA had in Long Beach.

Gary asked Keith what his favorite food was. Keith said, "Spaghetti with beano and butterstarch sauce." Now you know why Gary has that look on his face! Even Mick turned green!

"I'm not sure why we're here," Mick said. "I'm not sure why we're here..." (He does, Gary saw him.)

"Good luck, everyone!"
DUE TO THE LACK OF SPACE BECAUSE OF THE PICTURE SPREAD IN THIS ISSUE, THE PERSONAL COLUMN WILL NOT APPEAR THIS WEEK. IT WILL RESUME NEXT WEEK AS USUAL. SO SEND 'EM IN!

RECORD REVIEW

It's Bob Eubanks here, to give you the latest news on record KRLA BEAT, on November 1st. I've heard it, and it's terrific.
The new Beach Boys record, "Dance, Dance, Dance" will probably be their biggest yet. It's a go. Watch Little Anthony give another hit, "Oh, My Head." This was written by Teddy Randazzo, and is a really wild song.
The one record that makes me completely up is the new Four Seasons sound of "Big Man In Town." Wow! Our record that has got to make it is "I Had A Talk With My Man," by Mirey Collier. She's an English gal, and the record was number one for a good long while over there. If you've heard it, you know why, Hitsville for this.
Well, that's all the room this week, see you soon, and if you aren't good, I'll get you.

REB... two that thinks are the best. Reb, originally from Texas, was a good friend of the late Buddy Holly, and their voices are remarkably alike.

Although the young dj has been at KRLA little more than a year, his show is the most popular late afternoon show in Los Angeles. Reb lives in a ranching bachelor house high on the Hollywood hills. His good looks and handsome personality have made his dances and personal appearances complete sell outs, while many of the top stars in the recording business are his close friends, Billy J Kramer and Gerry and the Pacemakers especially request that Reb be present at their Electrovision filming.
The record will be released sometime next month, and you'll hear it first, of course, on KRLA.

STARR IN CRASH

OHIO—J. Frank Wilson, who's song, "One Last Kiss" is tops on the KRLA top thirty, was seriously hurt two weeks ago in a car crash as he was on his way to a performance. His manager, Sonley Rough, was killed. Rough was driving, and apparently fell asleep at the wheel.
J. Frank Wilson said that he will be better soon and will resume the concert tour when he was making the time of the accident. He suffered chest injuries. Also in the crash was Bob Wood, a country singer.

STAR IN OTHER CAR

Following in another car behind Wilson's were other acts in the show. They were Jumpin' Gene Simmons, Murray Kellen and Travis Wammack. None of the other stars were injured.

Would you like to deliver a personal message to Dave Clark and the Dave Clark Five? You Would? Groovy! Because all you have to do is send your letter to the KRLA BEAT, and we will personally deliver the letters to the D.C. 5 as soon as they come into town. Don't send any packages or big envelopes, because we can't deliver anything but letters. Make sure your letter gets here before November 25th, so that you'll be sure they get it. All of you know that most stars try to read their fan mail, but many times you can never be sure if it really gets to the star you have written to. Now not only can you he sure, but positive, because the KRLA BEAT will make sure that they are delivered right into the D.C. 5's hands!

CONTEST CORNER!

Hey, do you like The Dave Clark Five? And did you want to go to the show that Bob Eubanks is putting on on November 21st? And did you discover that all the tickets were sold out and you couldn't get any? Gee, that's too bad! Were you very disappointed? Did you start musing sun-nice things under your breath and resolve never to buy another Dave Clark record? Well, cheer up! Smile! Why? Well, don't ask us why you should smile... we have other things to do than sit around thinking about why you should smile. Like, for example, giving the Dave Clark Five away for an hour. Or giving actual press tickets to the show to some lucky reader. Or giving away autographed records, or... well, you get the idea. So stop hugging us about why you should smile and start entering this contest!

HERE'S WHAT YOU WIN!

FIRST PRIZE!

WIN THE DAVE CLARK FIVE FOR AN HOUR! Yes, you'll not only get to see this groovy show, but you'll be taken backstage, introduced to Dave and his fab group, and actually get to keep them for one whole hour! You can ask questions, take pictures, get autographs, do whatever you want. They belong to you for one hour!

SECOND PRIZE!

TWO PRESS TICKETS TO THE SHOW! You'll sit way up front, right with reporters for newspapers and fan magazines. You'll hear all the "in" talk as these people discuss all the groups, and you'll actually see Dave Clark as he is interviewed by the press! Not only that, but you can take along a friend! After all, there are two tickets!

THIRD PRIZE!

A PERSONALLY AUTOGRAPHED DAVE CLARK FIVE ALBUM, AUTOGRAPHED BY THE WHOLE GROUP AND BOB EUBANKS! This album will be autographed with your name and a special message from Dave!

HERE'S ALL YOU HAVE TO DO:

Are you good with a dictionary? You'd better be! Start looking through it and find out how many words you can make from "KRLA, RADIO ELEVEN TEN." That's all! We've even been nice enough to make a set of rules for you, and here they are:

1. Make as many words as you can by using the letters in "KRLA, RADIO ELEVEN TEN." No letter can be used more than once in any one word. If there are two A's in the word, you get the idea. So stop hugging us about why you should smile and start entering this contest!

ENTRY BLANK

NAME: 
AGE: 
ADDRESS: 
SCHOOL: 
GRADE: 

FAX...

ON...

WAX
WELCOME TO KRLA, DAVE CLARK FIVE
(Story in Col. 1)

KRLA TOP THIRTY
1. BABY LOVE — The Supremes
2. SOMETHING NEW — The Beatles
3. MORE OF MY ORBISON'S GREATEST HITS — Roy Orbison
4. THE AMERICAN TOUR — The Beach Boys
5. WHERE DID OUR LOVE GO — The Supremes
6. THE AMERICAN TOUR — Dave Clark Five
7. LADIES AND GENTLEMEN — The Beatles
8. LADIES AND GENTLEMEN — The Beatles
9. BEATLES. — The Beatles
10. THE BEATLES — The Beatles

TOP TEN ALBUMS
1. A HARD DAY'S NIGHT — The Beatles
2. SOMETHING NEW — The Beatles
3. MORE OF MY ORBISON'S GREATEST HITS — Roy Orbison
4. THE AMERICAN TOUR — The Beach Boys
5. WHERE DID OUR LOVE GO — The Supremes
6. THE AMERICAN TOUR — Dave Clark Five
7. LADIES AND GENTLEMEN — The Beatles
8. LADIES AND GENTLEMEN — The Beatles
9. BEATLES. — The Beatles
10. THE BEATLES — The Beatles

TOP TEN OLDIES
1. SUGAR SUGAR — Jimmy Gilmer
2. REALLY GOT A HOLD ON ME — Miracles
3. TRAGEDY — Thomas Wayne
4. LOVE LETTERS — Kathy Lester
5. THEN HE KISSED ME — Crystals
6. HAPPY BIRTHDAY BABY — The Weavers
7. THIS I SWEAR — Skyliners
8. GRASS IS GREENER — Brenda Lee
9. SHE'S NOT YOU — Elvis Presley
10. CANDY MAN — Roy Orbison

KRLA "SCOOP" — BEATLES FIRST!

HOLLYWOOD — KRLA scored another scoop over everyone when they became the first station in the world to play the Beatles' new record of "A Hard Day's Night." The record was played first by Dave (Scorpy One) Hall, who proved that he was far from scorpy when he became the only person in the world to get a copy of the (next in next)
It's awful how KRLA keeps on . . . blowing its own horn, but honestly, have you ever seen such groovy pictures? Yeah, we scored again. (If it's even getting tired to say that . . . without being conceited, we keep on scoring). And do you know why? Because of YOU, the greatest listeners in the world! Every English star who has ever been here has said that the KRLA kids (that's you) are great! So actually, it's YOUR fault we keep coming out first with the most! And here's just more proof of it . . . all the groovy scenes backstage at the big Rolling Stones Show, and even groovier scenes of the show itself for those of you who missed it. Next week, KRLA brings you the Dave Clark Five, and if you can't make the show . . . stick right here, same station, and we'll cover it for you in the KRLA BEAT! And one message from the Rolling Stones to All of YOU: You're a gas! And you know something? We at KRLA second the motion!

Bob Blackburn spends a few minutes before the show with his new Commander group, Dee and the Beacons. The boys are really towing them up at the C.C. and they were the group that booked the show.

Sonny & Cher announce the Sonny Welleschner . . . then run for his life! The audience were so loud that you couldn't even hear Sonny's famous lines . . . the ace he carries everywhere he goes. He loved the applause!

Meanwhile, back in the closed dressing room . . . Bob Blackburn and Keith Leaper of a John Hill is talking . . . and she's sitting next to Keith, but you can't see him. You can, though, see Brian's new white guitar!

Keith really wasn't laughing in this picture . . . he was just tired. The boys told Bob that he liked him because "you don't wear or say like everyone else does . . . you're good people." Which is a high compliment!

Next, it was Keith and DeeDee's turn. These two stole the show with their groovy act, and DeeDee looked so nice that even the Rolling Stones came to the side of the stage to watch! They were interviewed by RUTH MILL.

At last, the moment everyone's been waiting for! The three KRLA DJs wait for stage . . . they don't have to say a word . . . the audience cheers . . . it's the ROLLING STONES! The screaming starts . . . thunder and thunder!

Crazy looks like the security men's in trouble again! An overseas Welleschner out the window . . . at wearing his first suit! But then why is Bob smiling?

Finally, the Rolling Stones, into the show twice and on again as soon as the show was over. Here Keith makes a stop at their activities . . . Charlie loves clothes and always

Dave, spending a few minutes with Jimmy, and the Rolling Stones are nearly through, and Jimmy hasn't even finished! He had to help Jimmy get ready!
Finally, the Rolling Stones, stars of the show arrived. They were very tired and left as soon as the show was over. Here Keith and Charlie Watts make their entrance. Charlie loves clothes and always dresses well.

"O" commented the Snazzy Hollolbiners... then run for his life. Just before he was seen that you couldn't even hear Dave's famous bass. He loved the applause.

Gerry, spending a few minutes with Jimmy, suddenly realizes that the Soul Brothers are nearby through, and Jimmy hasn't even begun to get ready yet. Pondered he had to help Jimmy get ready.

But it was worth the wait. Jimmy was great. And we all knew he'd never let the Stones down again! He's the only singer who can come back Southern accent and sing. Very well, too!

With Charlie Watts in the background, Brian and Mick go into action. Brian is one of the main vocals of the Stones... he plays guitar, harmonica, piano, and even "sings" on the drums a little."

Smiles again... this time for real! Jimmy Council goes with handsome deck... he's hard to tell just which one's the look so good! (When Dave pulled his head back, he bumped it).
Smiles again . . . this time for real! Jimmy Claxton poses with KRLA's two handsome d.j.'s . . . and it's hard to tell just which one's the man; they all look so good! (When Dave pulled his head back, he bumped it)

The boys wouldn't let anyone in their dressing room except . . . you know what! Here, Bill Wyman talks in hushed tones . . . while Charlie looks on with . . . well, what is that expression? What's Charlie thinking of?

But it was worth the pain! Jimmy was great, and we all know he'll soon be heading the charts again! He's the only singer who REALLY sings in a Southern accent (and very well, too).

Mick walks! Of all the Stones, he has the most fun on stage. By the way, if you'll notice, the stage isn't so clean anymore! And to all of you who throw stuffed animals . . . the boys keep them!

The Spats have a quick rehearsal before the show opens. These boys are truly great talents, and will go far. Like to England next year . . . or at least, that's what they hope to do!

And now, the most famous d.j. in the world (that's what his mother says, anyway) comes back to announce the next act . . . everyone, of course, his hero! One thing to whisper . . . the stage is clean at this moment.

The Soul Brothers rip it up! Now everyone knows how they got their name! The lead singer reminded everyone of James Brown in looks, and when he opened his mouth . . . the resemblance was even more startling.

Bill, the quiet one, hardly moves at all when he's singing . . . but who was the girl he kept smiling at in the balcony? It was really a great show, and everyone had a good time . . . and most came the D.C. 31.
CONTEST CORNER!!

It's giveaway time again! And do we have something to give away this time! See, it all started a few weeks ago when WE started thinking. We thought, 'hmmm, look at all the dates with stars we've been giving away! Really gassy dates, too... trips to Disneyland, hours back stage with the star of your choice, groovy dates with a d.j., all kinds of goodies.' It made us feel pretty proud of ourselves, we can tell you that! But then we started thinking... during all these dates, none of the winners got a chance to sit down and have dinner. And YOU know how important it is never to miss dinner, don't you? And you also know that it's important to eat dinner in pleasant surroundings, don't you? And what more pleasant surroundings could we ask for than Fabian? Sooo... just to show you how much we worry about you being healthy and never missing dinner and all that jazz, we wanted to make sure you were well fed, and... okay, we'll stop chattering and get on with the contest, since you insist!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

YOU CAN WIN A DINNER DATE WITH FABIAN!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Yes, you heard us right! You can actually win a date card with this great guy! And not only that, but you'll have the most fabulous dinner of your life at one of Hollywood's famous restaurants... just you and Fab! PLUS... our KRLA photographer will be there to take pictures of every wonderful moment... and they'll appear right here in the KRLA BEAT, so that you'll never forget the most wonderful date of your life!

HERE'S ALL YOU HAVE TO DO:

What do you think KRLA stands for? Now don't go getting all noble on us... we mean the letters KRLA. Does it stand for “Kool Radio, Los Angeles?” Or maybe “Kute Rita Loves Albert?” Well, don't ask us! If we tell you, WE'LL win the contest! Start thinking of the answer... and maybe you'll be the winner!

HOW TO ENTER

1. Write down what you think the letters KRLA stand for, and enclose this with an entry blank to Contest Corner, KRLA, Pasadena, California.

2. YOU MUST ENCLOSURE A PICTURE OF YOURSELF WITH YOUR ENTRY!

3. You can make any meaning from the four letters KRLA, but it must be in an understandable sentence.

4. All entries must be postmarked by December 1st, 1964. Deadline is midnight, December 1st. Entries will be judged on originality and suitability (whatever that is). Judges will be KRLA and Fabian.

ENTRY BLANK

NAME:__________________AGE:__________________

ADDRESS:__________________

SCHOOL:__________________GRADE:__________________

PHONE NUMBER:__________________
PAUL AND RINGO — “GIVE US THE FACTS”

(Story in Col. 1)

AN OPEN LETTER TO PAUL AND RINGO

Dear Paul and Ringo,

A lot of trees were shed in Los Angeles last week, and one was shed in my heart. I never heard from you people before, and I was not sure if you were still alive. I have been living in the country and don't keep up with the news. I was in New York when I heard Paul was married, but I didn't think to write you, as you are not in the country. I was surprised to hear it, and I think you will be surprised too. I was also surprised to hear you are married. I have been living in the country for a long time, and I don't know what to think. I have been living in the country for a long time, and I don't know what to think. I have been living in the country for a long time, and I don't know what to think. I have been living in the country for a long time, and I don't know what to think. I have been living in the country for a long time, and I don't know what to think. I have been living in the country for a long time, and I don't know what to think. I have been living in the country for a long time, and I don't know what to think.
SPEND A DAY AT KRLA

Rob Foster and Gary Muck, KRLA's newest additions, look at a new war phone together. Gary, as you know, is honorary president of the Tennyson Quickie fan club.

Charlie 'O' grabs his mail after coming off the air. Charlie and Rob both just cut records, and you never heard two better sounding. Question: Can a d.j. be a record star too?

It's Karen's turn at the mill! Yes, this is the famous KRLA control room, home of the Beatles and every other top singer! Who's record is that one you're playing Cassey?

Remember our show pool? If none of you heard a funny voice taking your votes, now you know who! After all, who but the Sesaxy was world to answer these phones at once?

Ah, ha! Who have we here? None other than Daphne of Emperor Houndtoun! (To those in the know, she's also called Sir Holliday.) She led her own show on KRLA.

Here we are in the record library. Dick Howland, our record librarian, listens to a new release brought over by Dave Moe. Dick hears about twenty new releases a day!

The record library was where our show vote took place. Dick, Rob, and some record promoters watch the girls answer phones. They didn't tell who they voted for!

Tuesday is the day all the d.j.'s meet to discuss the week ahead. Left to right: Gary Muck, Dick Howland, Dave Hall (standing), Charlie 'O', Rob Ethel, and Rob Foster.

Fun times! Dave shows Rob a closely guarded secret. "It's a plot! Rob . . . a picture I drew of you! What do you think of it, huh?" Or me your honest opinion, okay?"

How honest can you get? No, Rob didn't really hit Dave . . . This week, the money one was wearing BEB's tie! Dave and Rob are really very close friends.

In the next room, Bill McMillan and Dick Bobbe discuss a KRLA broadcast through that just came over the teletype. How do you like the board Richard Bobbe is wearing?

Surprise! Rob gets flowers and records from a friend. Being a KRLA is always exciting and fun! There's never a dull moment. (The window broken! Rob is the control room.)
Hey, how are you fixed for Beatles Albums? Not regular ones, but special albums of the Beatles talking and answering all those top secret questions you've always wondered about! Those some greedy interviews that you heard right here on good old KRLA! Not only the KRLA Boys, but these interviews were autographed by all the KRLA DJs and theDave Clark Five and well, any other star you can think of! Personally autographed, especially for you! How can you get one? Simple! If the record store in your neighborhood doesn't carry the KRLA BEAT, just ask them to order it. If THEY DO ORDER IT, and mention your name and address when they do, YOU'LL GET YOUR OWN AUTOGRAPHED BEATLE ALBUM OF DAVE HULL AND JIM STECK INTERVIEWING THE BEATLES! Lucky KRLA-listeners already won Beatles albums are: Barbara Turner of Torrance, Janice Curnick of Altadena, Stephen Reisman and Beth Gould of Temple City, Pamela Smith of Studio City, Roseann Heleman of Glendale, Colleen Biondo of Canyon Park, and Jeanne Borelly of L.A. Hurry and get your album now!

**Peter and Gordon Tour**

NEW YORK—Peter and Gordon are set for another tour of America beginning November 15, (last Sunday), where they will start their tour by appearing on the Ed Sullivan show. No definite date has been set for an appearance in KRLA-ANP, but the boys have said they want to spend a few days here to look up some fun (7). They landed in New York on the 8th of November and spent a week in New York, where they gave press conferences and did promotion for their new record, "I Don't Want to See You Again." It will be a relaxed tour, since only ten dates are set for personal appearances at this time.

**REB Pulls a "Wipe Out"**

HOLLYWOOD — Reb Foser, popular KRLA DJ, suffered a "wipe out" on his new motorcycle the first day he got it. Reb, who keeps his house in Hollywood Hills when his cycle is skidded and he was thrown to the ground. He suffered a badly cut right hand, sprains and bone bruises. Luckily, the bike wasn’t going too fast, so Reb wasn’t seriously hurt. However, he claims right hand and drove home, although he says he plans to stay off the cycle "at least until I can move my leg freely and it looks like business is good again." Reb still plans to give it up, he raced, so stay tuned for further developments.

**OPEN LETTER**

by Dick Moreland

Good old D. G. hit the helm here... (that means Dick Moreland, and guess who's one of two of you out there who don't know!) Anyhow, it's Beatles Bits time again! (Yeah, yeah, yeah!) Any person who missed the "Beatle weekend" on TV last week was either out of town or dead. Everyone I know had their eyeballs glued tight to the boob tubes for the fewest hours on record! That, of course, was the Friday night show of the Beatles' first tour in America. The funny thing is, they really are that goofy and insane in person! Then the Sunday night show where they waited for an hour, then 5:30 by that time everyone in California wasn't a confirmed Beatlemaniac, for sure.

Don't know if you know, but in case you don't (huh?) the boys' next movie will be in everlovin' color! The plot is a cropper of Dan DeQuille that I think you can't help but love. It's called "Ole' Bobby D."

**Tommy Quickly Arrives**

HOLLYWOOD — TQ. Week has finally arrived! Yes, Tommy Quickly is now here in KRLA-ANP! Even Brian Epstein was unprepared for the groovy reception shown by KRLA-ers to his new discovery. Tommy's record hasn't had a chance to hit the charts yet, but already his fan club numbers over 400 members! The club was started by Jeannie Anderson after she read about Tommy here in the "Time Again!" and drove home, although he says they temporarily moved to announcer all the developments! THERE ON TIME!

**English Pen Pals**

Would you like to write to other teens over in England? Would you like to catch up on the Beatles right from the source? The KRLA BEAT is making arrangements with our English cousins so get pen pals all over England for you. We won't finish making the arrangements without the most important thing: to know if you want to write to pen pals from Britain... so let us know! If enough of you say that you want English pen pals, KRLA will set it up and you can mail letters to the KRLA BEAT for us to send to England for you! Sorry, John, George, Paul, and Ringo are too busy to write, but you can reach my next door neighbor! Send those letters in telling us if you like the idea, and we'll do the rest.
Do you want your personals printed? Each week, we'll print any messages you want to send through the KRLA BEAT! Just mail your message in on a post card to: PERSONALS, KRLA BEAT, 1401 South Oak Knoll Rd., Pasadena, California. Keep messages about three lines. You can say anything you want (almost) ... and it will be printed right here in the KRLA BEAT!

I'm thankful that I was able to bring the Beatles to the Southland for everyone to see!

Bob Elswick

I'm thankful that I can't begin to count all the things I'm thankful for.

Gary Mack

I'm thankful that I'm here at KRLA and that I'm president of the Tommy Quickly fan club.

I'm thankful that I'm thankful that I'm thankful for the number one station in the country and that I haven't been sued by Zsa Zsa Gabor!

I'm thankful that my mother and sister are coming out here to see me.

Charlie "O"

I'm thankful for the opportunity to know and work with the Beatles this year.

I'm thankful for the opportunity to know and work with Reb who worked with the Beatles.

I'm thankful that my hair is growing back!

Bobby Dole

AND FROM US AT KRLA...

....HAPPY THANKSGIVING!